Introduction {#Sec1}
============

Monitors are computational entities that are *instrumented* to execute alongside a *program* of interest. This paper focusses on a specific class of monitors called execution monitors \[[@CR34]\], also termed sequence recognisers \[[@CR25]\] or partial-identity monitors \[[@CR21]\]. Execution monitors observe a *sequence of events* exhibited by the running program with the aim of reaching an *irrevocable verdict*. Conceptually, these monitors may be described as suffix-closed sets of traces of events that lead to the respective verdicts \[[@CR5], [@CR11], [@CR36]\]. Operationally, however, they are best conceived as a branching structure whereby a sequence of events may lead a monitor to reach *a number of possible states* \[[@CR2], [@CR16], [@CR20], [@CR22]\]. This better captures the potential monitor behaviour in concurrent/distributed settings \[[@CR7]--[@CR9], [@CR15], [@CR19], [@CR23], [@CR26]\], or the behaviour encountered in practical implementations that may occasionally (and unexpectedly) operate erratically \[[@CR12], [@CR13], [@CR32]\]. Put differently, monitors themselves may, either by necessity or inadvertently, behave *non-deterministically*.

In spite of this potential behaviour, deterministic monitor operation for the verdicts reached is still a desirable quality and is often a prerequisite for monitor correctness \[[@CR6]\]. In prior work \[[@CR17], Def. 6\], we proposed an observational definition for a *consistently-detecting* monitor. Intuitively, fixed a trace exhibited by the program it is instrumented with, such a monitor is required to always reach the *same* verdict for *that* trace. Crucially, consistent detection allows such a monitor to pass through *different intermediate states* during the course of its verdict-reaching trace analysis (since these states are not observable from a consistently-detecting sense). An alternative characterisation called *monitor controllability* \[[@CR17], Def. 11\] is also proposed in this work, with the aim of providing a more tractable method for assessing deterministic monitor behaviour. This characterisation improves on reasoning about monitor consistent detection in two ways: (*i*) *avoids universal quantifications* over the programs that a monitor can be instrumented with (*i.e.,* contexts); (*ii*) it is *coinductive*, permitting reasoning about an infinite number of traces in a finite manner (for certain monitor cases). Monitor controllability is also shown to be both sound and complete w.r.t. consistent detection.

There is one further complication when reasoning about monitor behaviour. In most practical settings, events carry a *payload* from some infinite data domain. A refinement to the coinductive definition, called *symbolic (monitor) controllability*, is thus developed in \[[@CR17]\] to assist with abstracting over universal quantifications on payload data and data-dependent monitor states. This work also claims that the resulting *symbolic analysis* mandated by the new definition lends itself well to the construction of a tool that analyses monitors for their capacity to perform deterministic detections. The goal of our paper is to verify this claim. The contributions are twofold: In Sect. [3](#Sec3){ref-type="sec"}, we build a prototype that automates the analysis for symbolic controllability, demonstrating the *implementability* of the approach proposed in \[[@CR17]\]; we also provide *complexity bounds* for the algorithm implemented.In Sect. [4](#Sec4){ref-type="sec"}, we identify implementation bottlenecks that limit the *scalability* of the tool in practice. Subsequently, in Sect. [5](#Sec5){ref-type="sec"}, we empirically evaluate a number of proposed solutions using a series of pathological monitor descriptions devised in Sect. [4](#Sec4){ref-type="sec"}.

Preliminaries {#Sec2}
=============
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                \begin{document}$$\mathbf{sat} (b) = \exists \rho .\llbracket b\rho \rrbracket = \textsf {true} $$\end{document}$.Fig. 1.A symbolic semantics for monitors

Programs are seen as entities that generate *events* of the form $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$v$$\end{document}$ is the *payload* from the value domain. A sequence of events, *i.e.,* a *trace*, thus represents a program execution that is analysed by the instrumented monitor.[1](#Fn1){ref-type="fn"} For our study, monitors are modelled as Labelled Transition Systems (LTSs), described by the syntax in Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}. They consist of two *conclusive verdicts* (namely *acceptance*, $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\mathbf {0} $$\end{document}$, to describe the state a monitor transitions to when it is asked to analyse an event it is not expecting. The syntax defines two guards describing event analysis. Expression guards, $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Definition 1 {#FPar2}
------------
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Example 2 {#FPar3}
---------
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Definition 2 {#FPar4}
------------
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Equipped with this set of machinery, we can define Symbolic Monitor Controllability. It requires that: whenever a set of potential states can (autonomously) reach a conclusive verdict, they must all do so and must do it immediately (without requiring further $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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The interested reader is invited to consult \[[@CR17]\] for further details.

Definition 3 {#FPar5}
------------
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For a monitor *m* to be *symbolically controllable*, there must exist some symbolically controllable relation $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Since symbolic controllability is both *sound* and *complete* w.r.t. consistent monitor detection, it can also be used to determine violations to the latter definition (recall that consistent detection is defined in terms of concrete events).

Example 3 {#FPar6}
---------
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Definition 4 {#FPar7}
------------
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Example 4 {#FPar8}
---------

Although monitoring for a different combined specification involving $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Preliminary Implementation {#Sec3}
==========================

Symbolic Controllability, Definitions [3](#FPar5){ref-type="sec"} and [4](#FPar7){ref-type="sec"}, is declarative in nature: to show that a monitor $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Our preliminary attempt devising this algorithm is described in Agorithm 1. Intuitively, the procedure starts from the initial constrained monitor-set $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\langle \textsf {true},\left\{ m \right\} \rangle $$\end{document}$, checks for clause Definition [3](#FPar5){ref-type="sec"}.1 and then generates new monitor-sets to analyse using clause Definition [3](#FPar5){ref-type="sec"}.2. Constrained monitor-sets are represented as a pair containing a list of conditions (*i.e.,* conjuncted constraining conditions) and a list of monitors (*i.e.,* the monitor-set); the base condition true is represented by the empty list. The algorithm uses a list of pairs, $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Function ![](495623_1_En_22_Fige_HTML.gif){#d30e3087} in Algorithm 1 is the main function. If $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\mathcal {Q}$$\end{document}$ on line 29. Alg. 29 is implemented in straightforward fashion using OCaml \[[@CR27]\].

**Interfacing with the SAT Solver.** Generating the set of satisfiability combinations w.r.t. a set of relevant conditions (line 22) requires the invocation of an external satisfiability solver to determine reachable paths. We used the *Z3* \[[@CR28]\] theorem prover for this; its numerous APIs allow a seamless integration with our tool. Z3 relies on hand-crafted heuristics \[[@CR30]\] to determine whether a set of formulas, also known as *assertions*, is satisfiable. Instead of opting to use the default solver, we used a custom strategy based on the built-in tactics ![](495623_1_En_22_Figk_HTML.gif){#d30e3171} and ![](495623_1_En_22_Figl_HTML.gif){#d30e3175} , performing simplification and inequality propagation respectively. We used another important feature of Z3: instead of returning a boolean verdict, the function invoking the SAT solver, ![](495623_1_En_22_Figm_HTML.gif){#d30e3178} , returns the simplified formula together with the verdict. This increases the number of discarded conditions during boolean consolidation and makes future satisfiability checks that refine this condition *less* expensive.

**Complexity Bounds.** The complexity of Algorithm 1 depends on two parameters: The terms reachable from the initial monitor $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$i \in \mathbb {N}$$\end{document}$; see \[[@CR4]\] for a similar proof of this fact. As our controllability analysis relies on *sets* of reachable monitors, the standard complexity for the power set construction is $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$O(2^{j})$$\end{document}$, the boolean conditions in Algorithm 1 involve variables for integers with operators, *i.e.,* integer programming. Since we are agnostic of the expression language used, this is not decidable for general integer expressions \[[@CR29]\] (*e.g.,* expressions with both addition and multiplication). Limiting expressions to Presburger arithmetic would recover decidability \[[@CR10]\], yielding a complexity that can be safely approximated to $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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When decidable, the complexity of Algorithm 1 can be safely approximated to $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Evaluating Efficiency {#Sec4}
=====================

Although Sect. [3](#Sec3){ref-type="sec"} demonstrates that controllability analysis can be implemented, albeit with high worst-case complexity bound, it is unclear whether the implementation scales well in practice. In this section we devise an evaluation strategy for our tool that attempts to capture typical use-cases; whenever performance bottlenecks are detected, alternative implementation methods are studied in Sect. [5](#Sec5){ref-type="sec"} and compared to our baseline implementation.Table 1.Parametrisable monitor descriptions

**A Benchmark for Assessing Deterministic Monitor Analysis.** A major obstacle for assessing the scalability of Algorithm 1 is the absence of a proper benchmark. To this end, we use the monitor modelling syntax of Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"} to design a suite of pathological monitor template descriptions that are parametrisable in size and complexity, allowing us to carry out our evaluation in a systematic manner; see Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"}. Each template targets a specific feature of a symbolic analysis for non-deterministic behaviour. Concretely, $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\textsc {M}_\text {rec}(n)$$\end{document}$ is a monitor template that generates monitor instances that can transition to multiple sub-monitors, some of which lead to a verdict while others recurse to induce further iterations in the monitor analysis loop; this pathological behaviour induces large relation sizes $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\textsc {M}_\text {cnd}(n)$$\end{document}$, (symbolic) events may be observed along various boolean conditions with the intention of increasing the number of constraints $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\langle b,M \rangle $$\end{document}$ analysed in Algorithm 1. The monitor instances generated by $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\textsc {M}_\text {cnd}(n)$$\end{document}$ also have a high branching factor, which induces larger monitor-sets *M*. The final monitor template $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\textsc {M}_\text {brc}(n)$$\end{document}$ generates monitors with nested branching that alternates with event analysis; this impacts the number of relevant conditions that need to be considered when calculating the reachable constrained monitor-sets in Algorithm 1.

**Preliminary Results.** We evaluated the mean running time (over 3 repeated runs) of our preliminary (*Naive*) implementation for the three monitor templates of Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"}, instantiated by an ascending parameter *n*. All experiments were conducted on a Quad-Core Intel Core i5 64-bit machine with 16 GB memory, running OCaml version 4.08.0 on OSX Catalina. They can be *reproduced* using the sources provided at <https://github.com/jasmine97xuereb/sym-cont>, whereby the *master* branch contains the preliminary implementation and the other branches the individual optimisations.

The plotted time results (in blue) are reported in Fig. [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"} on a *logarithmic* scale; missing plot-points mean that the (controllability) analysis did not terminate within a stipulated time threshold (over 10 h). The results confirm that the preliminary implementation does not scale well; although it has a low response time for low values of *n*, its performance degrades quickly as *n* increases (the worst behaviour measured was that for the pathological cases of $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$n=3$$\end{document}$). A closer inspection into the working of the algorithm reveals that the invocations to the Z3 solver are expensive operations, incurring a cost that is magnitudes higher than any other aspect of the analysis. In turn, the number of invocations is dependent on the number of relevant conditions: in the preliminary implementation of Algorithm 1, the algorithm considers all $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$2^{i}$$\end{document}$ possible combinations for a given number *i* of relevant conditions, each of which needs to be checked for satisfiability. This insight gave us a focus of attack for improving the tool's scalability.Fig. 2.Mean running time for different monitors (Color figure online)

Optimisation Techniques {#Sec5}
=======================

Upon closer inspection, we notice that a substantial number of conjuncted conditions generated by ![](495623_1_En_22_Fign_HTML.gif){#d30e3458} of Algorithm 1 are (trivially) unsatisfiable. Ideally, these cases should *not* result in invocations to the satisfiability solver.

**Optimisation Technique O1.** The first optimisation technique relies on the notion of (easily identifiable) *mutual exclusion*, whereby the satisfaction of one boolean condition necessarily violates that of the other.

Example 5 {#FPar9}
---------
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A close inspection of the transition rules in Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"} reveals that the constraints introduced tend to be of the form $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$e= v $$\end{document}$, it is easy to syntactically determine mutually exclusive conditions as in Example [5](#FPar9){ref-type="sec"}. The pseudocode in Algorithm 2 first partitions the set of boolean conditions into two (line 3): the first partition, *X*, consists solely of variable assignments *i.e.,* expressions of the form $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$n{\in }\mathbb {N}$$\end{document}$, whereas the second partition, *Y*, contains the remaining conditions. For partition *Y*, all the possible combinations are generated as in Algorithm 1 (line 7). As for partition *X*, we first cluster them according to the constrained variable (line 6); for each cluster, either one condition is *true*, or all of them are *false* (since they are necessarily mutually exclusive). The resulting combinations are merged by computing their *Cartesian Product* (line 8).

Example 6 {#FPar10}
---------
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**Optimisation Technique 2.** Storing the aggregated boolean conditions as a *flat structure* loses information regarding the monitor branching structure.
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The pseudocode for the second optimisation in Algorithm 3 relies on the function ![](495623_1_En_22_Figq_HTML.gif){#d30e4235} . It traverses expression tree *e* passed as parameter and returns a list of mutually exclusive conditions. This function recursively computes all the paths along the *true* and *false* branches on lines 10 and 11 respectively. Once all the possible combinations along the *true* branch of the initial condition *e*.cond are generated, each combination is conjuncted with the corresponding initial condition, *e*.cond, on line 13. Similarly, those along the *false* branch are conjuncted with its negation, $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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The function computing the satisfiability combinations, ![](495623_1_En_22_Figr_HTML.gif){#d30e4268} in Algorithm 3, works by first partitioning the set of boolean conditions into two, *X*, and *Y*, such that *X* contains only expression trees. The set of possible combinations of the conditions in *X* is obtained via function ![](495623_1_En_22_Figs_HTML.gif){#d30e4284} , which returns a list of condition-sets, , where each condition-set consists of mutually exclusive conditions. The cartesian product of these condition-sets is then computed, $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$c_1 \times \cdots \times c_n$$\end{document}$, denoted by the generalised cartesian product (line 8). The possible combinations relative to the conditions in *Y* are generated as before. These two lists of combinations are then joined through their cartesian product (line 29).
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It is worth noting that the effectiveness of this optimisation depends on both the depth and the number of expression trees, *i.e.,* size of partition *X*. Evaluating it against the benchmark in Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"}, we obtain the plot labelled *O2* in Fig. [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}. The resulting graph confirms that the tool performs better for $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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**Optimisation Technique 3.** Despite the merits afforded by the preceding optimisations, multiple instances where the satisfiability solver must be invoked still prevail. We attempt to circumvent this overhead by batching the satisfiability checks. If all two-pairs are simultaneously satisfiable, the satisfiability of the entire list is checked, otherwise, if one pair is unsatisfiable, then it immediately follows that the list of conditions is unsatisfiable. This results in the mean running times shown by the plot labelled *O3* in Fig. [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"} (recall that the values on the y-axis are in logarithmic form). This technique yields a substantial gain as well. For instance, comparing the mean running time against that of the preliminary version for monitor $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$99.99\%$$\end{document}$. However, the other two optimisation techniques depicted by the plots labelled *O1* and *O2* in Fig. [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"} generally give improvements with better orders of magnitude.

**Merged Optimisations.** Merging all the optimisation techniques, an improvement in the mean running time is immediately noticeable, especially for monitors $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$99.996\%$$\end{document}$. In fact, the plot labelled *Merged* in Fig. [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}, acts as a lower bound for all other versions.

Conclusion {#Sec6}
==========

This paper investigates the implementability aspects of monitor controllability \[[@CR17]\]. We discuss the realisability of a prototype that directed us towards the execution bottlenecks of the monitor analysis; we devised a number of solutions to these bottlenecks, implemented them, and studied which ones are the most effective. Our implementation remains closely faithful to the original definition of symbolic controllability, reassuring us of the correctness of our analysis.

**Future Work.** We plan to build translator tools that generate model descriptions of monitors in terms of the syntax discussed in Sect. [2](#Sec2){ref-type="sec"}, as is done in tools such as Soter \[[@CR14]\]. This allows us to analyse a wider range of real-world monitor implementations using our tool. We also plan to investigate further optimisations to symbolic controllability that continue to improve the utility of our tool.

**Related Work.** An alternative approach to analysing for monitor deterministic behaviour is that of converting the monitor description itself into a deterministic one. This approach was investigated extensively in \[[@CR2], [@CR3]\] for a variety of methods and concludes that any conversion typically incurs a triple exponential blow-up. The closest work to ours is \[[@CR24]\], which uses SMT-based model checking to prove invariants about monitors. One illustrative invariant they consider is the analysis of a combined execution of two monitors (akin to our monitor sets) using k-induction (*i.e.,* bounded model checking); by contrast we consider the entire (possibly infinite) run through coinduction. Similar work on verifying dynamic programming monitors for LTL that uses the *Isabelle/HOL* proof assistant \[[@CR33]\] is also limited to *finite* traces. *Isabelle/HOL* is used in \[[@CR35]\] to extract certifiably-correct monitoring code from specifications expressed in Metric First-Order Temporal Logic (MFOTL). Although MFOTL uses quantifications over event data (similar to ours), the analysis in \[[@CR35]\] is limited to formulas that are satisfied by *finitely-many* valuations; our techniques do not have this restriction. Further afield, the work in \[[@CR31]\] uses symbolic analysis and SMT solvers to reason about the runtime monitoring of contracts. Their symbolic analysis is however concerned with shifting monitoring computation to the pre-deployment phase, which is different from our aim.

Operationally, a program *p* is instrumented with a monitor $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$m$$\end{document}$ passively reacts by analysing observable events generated by *p* \[[@CR4], [@CR16], [@CR18]\]. In the case of controllability, the results in \[[@CR17]\] show how this instrumentation can be abstracted as a monitor reacting to an event trace.
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